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Macro and
fiscal impacts

Consensus still grossly
underestimates the
length or severity of
the path ahead
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South Africa’s experience
• Exponential curve started through March – imported cases

• Sharp adjustment around start of lockdown on 26th March likely due to Disaster declaration on
15th March
• Social distancing and sharp drop in tourism arrivals and restaurant and bars open before lockdown

• Lockdown on 26th March occurred without adequate economic package
• Only approximately 1.5%GDP of which maybe only 0.5% GDP actually deployed on time.
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South Africa’s experience
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• Significant ramp up in community testing – now 10k
tests per day conducted
• Significant lumpiness in data – however death rate
doubling time (days) increasing.
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• Problem is winter is coming, reduction in respiratory
health, seasonal flu.
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• DoH planning for early September peak – very different
profile to Europe given seasons.
• Coastal, higher humidity areas likely more affected
• But also risks to population dense areas.
• Long way to go – key ramp up time July and August
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Growth impact
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Post Q4 data and loadshedding
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Stage 5

Disaster declared, border closure

Stage 4 (average)
Per day impact

GDP

Tail

Estimate 1.7mn jobs
will be lost

-2.3%
Lockdown (3weeks), w/ stimulus and rates

Add in ZAR500bn stimulus

-6.8%
Lockdown extension
-9.7%

-10.6%

Flexible lockdown till September
-16.4%
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Stimulus problems
• Initial Pretoria response was to treat this as ‘large but normal shock’

• SARB ‘got it’ first – rate cuts and then under pressure banking regulatory easing
• Bank capital and liquidity changes are not ZAR300bn stimulus being marketed
• Accommodation for 90% of losses expected, not stimulus
• Expect SARB to cut another 50bp in May, risk of more.

• NT found itself institutionally ill at ease within wider government in stimulus discussions
• Securocrats and microeconomic fiddlers clearly in majority
• Some institutional missteps made around timing of stimulus inputs into cabinet and decision
making

• Believe cabinet worked backwards, chose 10%GDP stimulus = ZAR500bn
• Stimulus now being placed into growing hole with next stages of lockdown through to peak
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Multistage lockdown to come
High
economic
priority
/low
health risk

Lockdown
relief
phasing
priority

Low
economic
priority
/high
health risk

Public sector
Essential services (open now)
Already open
Financial services (mostly via work from home)
Professional services (work from home)
Distribution services (couriers, export processing)
Open cast mining
Some open in part
Automotive manufacturing
Forestry
Next to open subject to
Food & beverage manufacturing
meeting health protocols
Other manufactured goods
Wholesale and home delivery retail
Open as prevalence declines
Petroleum refining and chemicals
and in specific areas
Fishing, agriculture and agriprocessing
Construction
Phased
Pharmaceuticals manufacturing
reopening with
Domestic services
occasional
Real estate
reversals in areas
Textile manufacturing
with outbreaks
Transport (excl airlines)
General retail
Hospitality and restaurants
Airlines and tourism

Increasing company/worker distress

Stimulus problems
• Questions over implementability of ZAR500bn
stimulus
• No firm ideas on jobs support
• Will final design of bank lending support target
right segments?

• Unemployment insurance lite to take significant
time to implement on any scale
• Offset by ZAR130bn of reprioritisation – likely from
infrastructure
• Revenue measures uncertain (holiday vs relief)
• Overall impact is 6pp on to GDP but possibly
spread over time.
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Fiscal risks
• Deficit expected to be around -17.7%GDP

• Everyone forgetting underlying revenue shock from weak growth – ZAR230bn
• Long tail impact from corporate losses rolled over into future years
• ‘Temporary measures’ like grant step up and unemployment impossible to end?
• How can you have cliff edge risks in November?

• Also cliff edge risks in 6m on guaranteed lending interest payments for SMMEs.
• UIF support pay-outs not timely – long tail
• Step up in debt service costs
• Risk we get stuck around 10%+ deficits in future years
• Worry far more about fiscal risk next year than this year given IFI funding now.
• Fiscal rule needed to strap government to the mast.
• Mindset change to CREATE fiscal space
• Have an emergency budget to anchor credibility
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Funding at the cliff edge
• Need to fund the ZAR170bn of stimulus (assuming revenue measures permanent) plus
ZAR230bn of revenue underperformance, plus ZAR816bn of redemptions (inc t-bills)
• Total funding need including February budget is ZAR1.396tr

• Total market (and cash) funding of ZAR952bn
• Budget assumed 13% step up in SAGB issuance.

• We assume maximum the market can take with SARB not shifting from ‘not-QE’ is 25% step up
• T-bill step up already occurred
• Use ZAR86bn cash (current stock ZAR236bn)

• Some UIF funding via bond buying (conflicts with other commitments?) – ZAR75bn?

• Covid-19 bond of ZAR100bn?
• ZAR269bn remaining to be funded…….
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IFIs to the rescue
• ZAR269bn remaining to be funded…….
• Step up SAGB issuance more (another ZAR50bn or so – up to total increase of 35%?)
• Use sterilisation deposits of ZAR57bn.
• IFIs required!! – total USD10.7bn / ZAR200bn

• NT strategy – ‘for now’ ZAR95bn – not conditionality
• USD4.2bn IMF RFI
• USD55mn WB health
• USD1bn NDB health facility

• Still not enough…..
• ‘Later’ – ZAR105bn
• USD3bn NDB CRA (contingent reserve account)
• USD2-3bn WB and AfDB etc
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The long term problem
• SA fiscal can only be saved with nominal growth
• Investors and markets will give no benefit of the doubt on structural reforms occurring.
• Doesn’t mean no reforms will happen, but they will occur too slowly to reach lift-off velocity from a lower base.
• Two-steps-forwards three-steps-back problem.
• Can show some precommitment now?

• If no nominal growth in future years then only three options:
• IMF SBA with conditionality – SA strapped to the mast.
•

USD 50bn+

•

Deeply challenging to see politically – time consuming process of social compacting to death

•

IMF SBA required for another NDB CRA USD7bn.

• Or, SARB ‘real-QE’ to absorb approximately ZAR250bn of debt per year
•

Hard to see current SARB leadership accepting without an SBA

• Or, China bilateral loan
•

Non-economic conditionality likely deeply challenging
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Zoom in on the
banking sector
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Bank performance outlook
• New provisions in terms of IFRS 9 will hit income statement
• Decline in business volumes will hit revenue
• SARB measures are accommodative, not stimulatory

Covid-19 impact on banks
Model results
Total cost to banks ('000)
Total cost as % of equity
Cost as % of latest year profit
Ave total capital adequacy before
Ave total capital adequacy after

Baseline
Positive
Negative
R
120,737,725 R
61,857,162 R
279,758,437
23.97%
12.28%
55.54%
142.16%
72.83%
329.40%
16.44%
16.44%
16.44%
12.50%
14.42%
7.31%

Inputs:
Forebearance holiday period (days)
Prime interest rate
Forbearance percentage tolerance (ave % of book)
Capital cost premium from lost liquidity (basis points per month)
New provisions to be raised in status quo outlook (% of book)
New provisions on forborne book (% of forborne book)
Non-interest revenue shrinkage
© Intellidex 2020

90
8.75%
5.00%
1
2.00%
20.00%
10.00%

90
8.00%
2.00%
0.5
1.50%
5.00%
5.00%

180
8.75%
10.00%
1.5
3.00%
30.00%
30.00%
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Bank guarantee scheme
• Headline: R200bn scheme. Initially full NT guarantee, with a fund coming in later
• Final details are still being hashed out between lawyers for banks, NT and SARB
• In our view, unlikely any bank will be ready with product by end of this week

SARB
window at repo (or
bank funding)

Banking industry issues and
manages standardised Covid-19
loans
(rate TBC)

Phase 2: fund to
cushion
government losses
(concessionary
finance)

Government
of SA
guarantee
on 94% of
loans

Companies with <R300m turnover. Personal
guarantees by borrowers. 6 month capital/interest
rate holiday. 60 month term
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Effectiveness not guaranteed
• Several foreign schemes fell far short of targeted lending amounts
• At 4% of GDP, SA target is quite high
• May have to be tweaking: personal guarantees have been disincentive elsewhere
Success: Swiss Scheme

Failure: UK Scheme

Loans of up to R9.6m, 0% interest, 100% guaranteed by
state.

Loans to t/over <£45m. Rates variable – many <1%.

Companies “self declare” they are losing money due to
crisis

Company viability assessed by lender. Initially, if
deemed viable without the loan, not eligible.
Government requirement for personal guarantees (later
removed for <£250k)
Cashflow forecasts must be provided. Viability has to be
assessed. Affordability assessment. 17 assessment steps.

Within a week R273bn lent to 76,000

With a month, R64bn lent to 16,600 (40% of applications)
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Key issues for
the future

How do we avoid a
permanently smaller
economy, with a
permanent step up in
employment and a
permanently narrower
fiscal revenue base
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Problems for the future
Is nominal GDP growth
>8.0% possible?
•(real growth per capita >2.0%?)
•How do we avoid permanent
losses of output

Will the SARB step up to
‘Real-QE’ before or after an
IMF SBA?

How are cliff edge situations
dealt with?
•Benefits/Unemployment grant
•Tax holidays
•6m interest free on lending scheme

Are mistakes on next steps
of lockdown (complexity)
addressed or not?

How much long term
control does the President
have? Especially over
structural reforms.
•Do the securocrats and
microeconomic fiddlers maintain
control?

How does the economy
adapt in the long term to
rising inequality and very
unequal outcomes?
•What happens if there isn’t a
vaccine or anti-body test?
•Economic nationalism
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Disclaimer
This research report was issued by Intellidex UK Ltd.
Intellidex aims to deliver impartial and objective assessments of securities, companies or other subjects. This document is issued for information purposes only and is not an
offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments. Individuals should undertake their own analysis and/or seek professional advice based on their specific
needs before purchasing or selling investments. Intellidex does not provide instrument specific trading advice, trade ideas, trade recommendations or investment strategy in
this report.
The information contained in this report is based on sources that Intellidex believes to be reliable, but Intellidex makes no representations or warranties regarding the
completeness, accuracy or reliability of any information, facts, estimates, forecasts or opinions contained in this document. The information and opinions could change at
any time without prior notice. Intellidex is under no obligation to inform any recipient of this document of any such changes.
No part of this report should be considered as a credit rating or ratings product, nor as ratings advice. Intellidex does not provide ratings on any sovereign or corporate
entity for any client.
Intellidex, its directors, officers, staff, agents or associates shall have no liability for any loss or damage of any nature arising from the use of this document.
Disclosure
The opinions or recommendations contained in this report represent the true views of the analyst(s) responsible for preparing the report. The analyst’s remuneration is not
affected by the opinions or recommendations contained in this report, although his/her remuneration may be affected by the overall quality of their research, feedback
from clients and the financial performance of Intellidex (Pty) Ltd or Intellidex UK Ltd or other Intellidex entities.
Intellidex staff may hold positions in financial instruments or derivatives thereof which are discussed in this document. Trades by staff are subject to Intellidex’s code of
conduct which can be obtained by emailing mail@intellidex.co.za.
Intellidex may have, or be seeking to have, a consulting or other professional relationship with the companies, parastatals, sovereigns or individuals mentioned in this report.
A copy of Intellidex’s conflicts of interest policy is available on request by emailing mail@intellidex.co.za. Relevant conflicts of interest will be listed here if they exist.
•
Intellidex is providing independent advice and independent research to a wide range of investors and financial institutions on Eskom and SAA. Intellidex’s
interactions with all clients on Eskom and SAA may include business confidential information but does not include MNPI and so does not provide a conflict. Intellidex does
not ‘act’ or ‘advocate’ for or ‘represent’ any of these clients. Intellidex has regular interactions with government, Eskom, SAA and other related entities connected with the
SOE situation but does not provide paid consulting services or paid advice to any of these entities. These interactions are governed by Intellidex’s own conflicts of interest
policy as well as secrecy rules of the respective institutions or state owned companies.
•
Intellidex provides a range of services into ‘organised business’ groupings in South Africa which includes independent bespoke research and advice.
Intellidex is compensated for these services. Intellidex does not ‘act for’ or ‘advocate’ for or ‘represent’ any of these clients.
Copyright
© 2020. All rights reserved. This document is copyrighted to Intellidex UK Ltd.
It is only intended for the direct recipient of this report from an Intellidex group company employee and may not be distributed in any form without prior permission. Prior
written permission must be obtained before using the content of this report in other forms including for media, commercial or non-commercial benefit.
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Any questions?

Intellidex (Pty) Ltd
1st Floor, Building 3
Inanda Greens Office Park
54 Wierda Road West
Sandton
2194
South Africa
Tel: +27 10 072 0472

Talk to us after the call about capital markets subscriptions and c-suite advisory
products Intellidex has to offer your business or fund
www.intellidex.co.za
peter@intellidex.co.uk / stheobald@Intellidex.co.uk

Email: mail@intellidex.co.za
Intellidex UK Limited
84 Eccleston Square
London
SW1V 1PX
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 20 3286 0774
Email: mail@intellidex.co.uk
Intellidex USA Inc
15th Floor
50 Milk Street
Boston, MA
02109
United States of America
Tel: +1 617 817 5304
Email: mail@intellidexinc.com

